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ABSTRACT
Through review of the research the paper contends

that policy ill:Israel with respect to special education for
educa _mentally handicapped students.has beem based on the
ptevai ing cultural *zeitgeist', rather than on research and
evaluation of current and past programs:-that the modest amount of
research that has been done in Israel does not justify recent changes
in the educational policy: and that it is in the best interest of,
.111upils, teachers, parents, and society as a whole that there be
IkclOser,cooperation between those who determine ind institute
'educational policy and those.who empirically evaluate'current.and
Contemplated proOams. (Author/PHR),
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ABSTRACT
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,
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This paper attempts to show that (a) policy in Israel with respect to

special education 'tor educable mentally ietarded 'children and adolescents

has been basedion the p.revailing cultfral zeitgeist ratier than upon
*.

research and evaluation of currenCand p'ast prbgrams; (b) the'modest

1 amount of research that has been 'done in 'Israel 'does not justify recent

changes in this e.ducational policy;; and (c) it is in the begt interest
of pupils,' teachers-, parents, and society as a vihole ttiat there ,be\closer cooperation between those who determine and institute educational

policy and those who empirically evaluate current and contemplated program

Special, education in Israel has drawn heavily upon the European

tradition in establisOng tWo 'major settfings: special schools and sOecial

classes .withi.n regular schools.' 'Children'enter the' one olf the other as

their retarded condition becomes vident, remain through eight grades,
1

\NIS
and then enter work apprenticeshi programs or programs which -combine

continuing formal education and'j b training'. Most graduates of diese

Oroiranis are expected\.to serve in ttfe army and after' completing mil i tary

. service to function as i'nOirienden adults. in_society. Since Israel can
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absoi-b large numbertof syemi-skilled and unskilled blue collar workers,

the vast majority of these young people do. find eMployment.

Both settings exist throughout the country and officially at least

children are refer-red to the setting closest to home. There is, however,

an iriformalpol icy of selective pl acement in some school di stri cts of

assigning the more capable and better adjusted pupils to the special

cl asses .

In the last decaae there-has been a further shift in the edubtional

policy of the Ministry of Education: a gradual phasing out of the special

schools and their replacement by special classes. Moreover, word of the

mainsAaming movement in the United States has reached Isr.ael and there

is now a tendency to retain pr to re-integ'rate educable retarded children

and adolescents in regular.classytoms. Successful mainstreaming is

predicated on thet assumption thdt remedial instruction,in deficient

Subjects will be provided, but there is no assurance that help

will' be actually forthcoming.

If these developments were based on systematic evaluation of

existing progrims,,this writer would have no objection to i:that is taking

place. Unfortunately-there has'been little research on special education
,

in. Is
t
rael, and current policy is based on a number of questionable

assumptions such as the following:
4

(a) Attendance in a special class in itt regular scifool constitutes

integration which is 'good, whereas attend*ce in a special school consVtutes

% legregation _which is bad.

(b) less .social stigmatization is experienced by special class pupils

. than by special school pupils,, and perhaps nbine is experfenced by

educable retarded pupils in regular classes,lbecause social stigmatizatioh

3
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is directly related td formal labeling and degree of educational

segregation from .non-retarded school -ma tes

(c) Pupils attending the More inteirated settings achirve better in all
activities academic, social and psieholOgical than pupils in

segregated settings.

What evidence, if any, supports these statements? The., many studies

,

done in the United Stat4 are not helpful for several reasons. (1) In Israel
the special class is regarded as the integrated setting, whereas i'Tr the

A.

United States it is the segregated setting and itsgis an open question

whether special school, special class, and regular class constitute a

single bipolai- continuum of segregation-integration. (2) T.hese studies

frequently yielded,conflicting'findings and were plagued by methodological

problems whateVer the direction of We -findings. (3) All too frequenyy

investigators reported only the statistical significance of the differences ,3

between settings and did' not evaluaie,or discuss the practical significance

of the obtained differences.. It is tircelear from these studies whtther

the differences reported made that much of a difference.

A few studies have been conducted in Israel on these questions.

In one of' the earliest, Kubobi and Flume (1964) compared borderline

chi ldren. in special schools and in regular classes and found the lattgar

to be. somewhat highOr in academic achievement:but lower 'in sociiil and

,emotional.aitustment, this despite the likelthood that children referred

from regul ar" cl asses to special schools had more behavior problems to

begin with. Three studies were completed. in recent ,iears. Benporat

(1976). compared educable retarded and sloW learning cpildren, ages 9-13,

in speci al schools. and_ special classes on a- vari ity of achieVedent tests .

and measures. of' personal and social adjustment. He obtained a

4.
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statistically significant di'fference .only on 'reading comprehension, and

the practical, significance of this difference was minimal. Benmenachem

(1978) compared educable retarded children, ages 11-13, and found no

difference On Raven hatrices, general anxiety, test anxiety and other

adjustment measures. She did find, however, differences favoring

special cla'ss children on several subtests of a group Verbal intel 1 igence

test (sentence completion, oddities, and arithmetic reasoning) and on

an arithmetic *achievement test; there was also a drference favoring

ythe special classes onjeading comprehension, signifi.cant at the .10-

I eve/ . Considerable loverl ap was found, however, wi th groups of

children, from some special schools doing better than groups from sOme

special classes. Moreover, the informal policy of assigning the less

capable children to the special schools may have accounted for these
.

findings.

How these children viewed themselves and their educatipnal setting

and how, they felt they were seen and treated by others wai investigated
-

- by BermenacheM (1978) and Kariv (1978). Both investigators read aloud

structured questionnaires to individual children, ages 11-13. If we

combine the results of both studjeS, we find that the similari,ties

between educable retarded' pupils in special s.chools and in special classes

are far greater than the differences. These children acknowledge thata

they learn more slowly than other chii.dren, they clearly Rrefer their
.

i

own sliecial education setting over the other, and they describe largely

positive social relatiOns with nonretarded children at sqhool and in
Ifr

the neighborhood. Admittedly two-thirds reported that on4one occasion

or more they were teased b', other children for attending a speciay l class

or school., and about half the special school chi,ldren and a quarter of.0 1
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the special class children 'said that their school (class) was `not held

in nigh regard by neighborhood children. Nevertheless, th4r positive

experiences with,friends from the other, claspes and-schools-were the

-rule, ahd the teasing episodes the exception.

There was a major difference between children in the tido settings

with respect t`o their preferences for other educationa.l options. The

maj&rity of children who did want to switch from their preient setting .

preferred greater integration (i:e.,,greater proximity to non-retarded

hildren): about a third of the special school children wouldishift to

A special class' in the regular school, but only about a fifth of the

specia) class children would .shift to the special .school Although

loyal to their setting,b however, the special class childreo would
z

prefer a still more integrated setting the regular or heterogeneous

class, assuming they would receive the necessary tutorial help. This

desire ran counter to, but was not dampened by, the awareness of these

children .that they were slow learners and would encounter difficulties

in the regular classroom. . Thus, no special. education setting frees all

its pupils from dissatisfaction .and a desire to learn'elsewhere.

How veridical 'is the repOrt of so'cial acceptance by the retirded

children? Kaifv attempted to answer, this question by,.achinisterin§

questionnaires/to ,non-retarded cl'iildren, half of whom were drawn-from -

ischools with special classes and haif from. school s wi thout s'peci al

classes, in order to asceritain-whether the oppOrttinity for first. hand

contact with retarded children labeled as such affected peceptions,

behavior. and atti tudes toward them. Intestingly enough, she, found

that contagt had.no effect on the largely positive restonses of the

- non-retarded children. They said that special education children are'
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likeeverybody else except that they learn more slowly. Most welcomed

the introduction of the'special classes in their ,schooTs, although a
ref

significant minority said that retarded children would learn better in

a special school of their own. They.admitted pla4ying with special/
class chi ldre'n in School and. included children.,from special education

among. th6iVriends in the neighborhood without fear of social opprobritn.,
Wi th. regard-to mains tteami ng ; _most fel t that these children woul d find

i t very di fficul t to learn academic subjects wi th. them, but welcomed

joint activitifies in non-academic aoas.

Kari v investigated a third issue: how do teacher's 'perceive special

education, especially those working in the field, but also teachers of

regular classes, some of whom have contact with special clasS pupils in

their schools? She found that (a) specfal education teachers identify

strongly with their respective setting, viewing it as more appropriate

for educable retarded children than the ether; (b) both groups a§reed

that the special school prepared its graduates better for gainful employ-

ment as independekt adults; (c) if anything, the cominittment of the
special school teachers to remain in that setting was even stronger than

that of the special class teachers (95% versus 80, but the former

were not blind to the fact that iome of theii- pupils preferred to shift
to special classes; ('d) teachers'of regular classes replied on the

basis of their dailty experience, with teitchers whose schools contained

. special classes prefArring that type of special, education, and with

teachers whose schools did -not include special Classes preferring the*

specialtyschool.
t

Kariv found that teachers pajnt a somewhat bleaker picture of the

social acceptance of.educable retarded children in school and in the .
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neighborhood than do the childi-en themselves. One kossibility..is that
the teachers know better or report mere accurately what is taking place.

4'

'P3 more, likely possibility is that the tçachers are more affected by

occasional unpleasant episodes than by the more frequent positive 110

'experiences and that their-perceptions do not reflect the reality
experienced by the children. In,general, the overaLl finding; proyide

scant support tl') r the fears of some educator§ or parents that either,
of the two existing special education settings severely stigmatizes.
pupils, an&suggest that, adult fears may be exaggerAted in dther aspects

J

of these questions as weil.

Thilta of the above three studies would appear to support

.maintaining both types of special education since educable retarded

pupi.ls are not substantially better off in one than the other; since

1.

the'se children-largely report satisfaction with their currpnt placement;
and since he degree of social SccePtance is relatively high and the
same for children in' both .-f9pes of special" education. Educatlonal

policy should be based,on relevant factual informatiu about the

children and not ori the, prejudices or intuitions of parents, teachers,
principals, or legislators.
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